
PROMOTING TO DISTRICT MANAGER

You can become a DM in either one, two or three months. 

GO INTO QUALIFICATION  
in one of two possible ways:

1) When you accumulate 1,000 Personal  Volume (QV) in the qualification period.
PQV includes all purchases under your own Consultant ID (whether yours or others to whom you 

give your discount),  PLUS any purchases made by your personally sponsored Clients or Preferred 
Clients. 

OR 
2) When you accumulate 2,500 Qualified Volume (QV), in one calendar month.

QV includes your PQV (your own purchases plus all personally sponsored Clients and Preferred 
Clients) PLUS the PQV of all Consultants under you, including their Clients, Preferred Clients 

and any Consultants they may sponsor).

AND TO COMPLETE QUALIFICATION:
 1 MONTH: 6,000 total QV in one month (this includes the qualification activity achieved above)  

OR
2 MONTHS: 6,000 total QV over two consecutive months (this includes the qualification activity 

achieved above) 
 OR

3 MONTHS:  7,500 QV over three consecutive months (this includes the qualification activity 
achieved above).

ESSENTIAL DETAILS
• QV will be accumulated over the entire qualification period.

• Minimum 2,500 QV in the last month of the qualification period.

 For example,  if you have 4,000 QV in 1st month, you'd think you only need $2,000 in your second 
month, but you STILL have to have 2,500 in the second month to complete (not 2,000).  This is how 

Arbonne sets us up for success. They want us to get to DM and be ready and since the 
maintenance level for DM is 2,500 / month, they want us to complete DM with that same level during 

our final month of the qualification period.

• Minimum 1,000 PQV accumulated over the qualification period.
 (this means that  if you go into qual with 2,500 QV rather than 1,000 PQV, you STILL have to 

have 1,000 PQV total over the qualification periods whether you complete in 1 , 2 or 3 months.

The maintenance level for District Manager is 2,500 QV each month.
This 2,500 QV comes from your purchases, plus all your Clients, Preferred Clients AND any Consultants 

on your team AND everyone on THEIR teams including all Clients and Preferred Clients. 

This means that you need 2,500 QV in your Central District each month.  Your Central District includes 
you (plus your Clients sand Preferred Clients), plus ALL Consultants under you who have not yet promoted to 

District Manager themselves, plus their Clients and Preferred Clients.




